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Introduction.
This book (also published as a Gutenberg e-book) offers the first sustained consideration
of the history of a region of East Africa directly adjacent to the Indian Ocean but crossing
littoral, hinterland, and upland zones.i It will be of great interest to scholars of the Indian
Ocean and East Africa during much of the Common Era until the 17th century. Gonzales’
region encompasses a set of ten related languages (“Ruvu languages”) spoken today in
east central Tanzania. They are spoken in a distended parallelogram stretching, north to
south, from the Ruvu River to the Wami River, and east to west, from the north central
Tanzanian coast between Bagamoyo and Dar es Salaam through the Kilombero Valley
and into the Nguru Hills, in the interior west. The book opens in the last several centuries
BCE, with evidence of “Early Iron Age settlers” (p.57). But the focus is on later
centuries, marked by the formation of a single community of proto Ruvu-speakers
existing for a few centuries about 1500 years ago. In the 18th century, its last subgroup
dissolved into the languages spoken in the region today. These matters take up the first
two substantive chapters (and a fine set of maps available in the e-version helps readers
envision the process). The remaining three substantive chapters address themes: social
organization and worldview (chapter 3); gender, generation and descent (chapter 4);
healing (chapter 5). A final chapter recaps the others. Gonzales argues that social
institutions built around matrifocality and worldviews built on religion governed this long
history of settlement, language divergence, and interaction. She further argues that those
institutions and cosmology were derived largely from the earlier continental history of
Bantu-speaking Africa. Gonzales designs the narrative’s themes and the emphasis on
their historical antecedents in the continent’s history to balance the influence of Indian
Ocean historiography on the region. For these reasons, Gonzales’ work deserves careful
attention.
Method and Sources.
Gonzales writes using evidence from a variety of historical linguistics enjoying a golden
age in the historiographies of regions, like hers, largely without the sources historians
commonly use.ii Conventional historical linguists draw on ancient textual sources for the
material they compare. But they reconstruct still earlier linguistic forms of lexis,
grammar, and so forth, ancestral to that found in texts. The most famous examples come
from Indo-European studies. Like proto Ruvu, proto Indo European is a hypothetical
language. It does not exist in either spoken or written form, but it is the hypothetical
source from which historically attested languages can be demonstrated to have derived
“in both their vocabulary and grammatical form.”iii Gonzales works in a similar fashion
to reconstruct hypothetical Ruvu vocabularies and then to make claims about semantic
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histories and word transfers (“borrowings”) between different languages. We who use
this method in African settings work from vocabularies we elicit in the context of
fieldwork together with whatever we can glean from a documentary record. That record
is very rarely as old as the 17th century and, in Gonzales’ setting, it is not older than the
middle of the 19th century. Gonzales spent a total of 15 months in Tanzania between 1997
and 1999 eliciting vocabulary from Ruvu languages and gleaning lexical and semantic
evidence from published or archival material, virtually all of which was generated well
after the 1880s, the time of imperial conquest in the region. Gonzales draws semantic
material most consistently from ethnographic descriptions of various events, things, and
attitudes touching on her central themes, generated during the 1940s and 1950s, the latter
decades of Tanganyika’s colonial period. She supplements this combination of historical
linguistics and comparative ethnography by using archaeological studies of pottery
traditions as chronological anchors. Gonzales also draws on the Periplus of the
Erythraean Sea, an extremely important document written around AD 50, to set the
opening scenes of her story. Working within the sweeping temporalities generated by this
approach to language, Gonzales offers a breathtaking story of continuity in many themes
of interest to her for much more recent times. Her first foundational statements trace out a
settlement history of a region too long simply a blank spot on historians’ maps of East
Africa.
That statement rests on a classification of the ten Ruvu languages into subgroups whose
sequential formation and dissolution creates a narrative structure on which she can set out
the evidence for continuity and change in vocabulary. The classification is the product of
an unusually massive amount of labor, even by the standards of historians who pride
themselves on their archival tenacity. Gonzales took a list of one hundred English words
(presumably also glossed in Kiswahili) and asked each of her forty-three Tanzanian
hosts/informants to translate them into their first language, one of the ten Ruvu languages
(p. 20). She almost certainly did this several times for each of the ten tongues, working
with older and younger men and women in town and countryside. In the course of this
basic work, Gonzales began to learn about the phonology and morphology of these
languages and this helped her when she moved to words that touched on fields of
meaning of interest to both her and her Tanzanian teachers. Each time she elicited
translations for an English term, she had to record the uttered response using an
orthography designed to represent the exact sorts of sounds made in forming consonants
and vowels, and to represent the precise rhythms of prosody used to distinguish meaning
in tonal languages.
The labor of elicitation is grueling. Most informants see themselves as hosts first. Once
they figure out what the researcher desires, they want very much to please her by serving
up the discrete translations for individual words that the method favors. Likewise, it can
be hard on the researcher to make their hosts expend such effort, even for a decent wage.
Often, though, particular fields of meaning—initiation, witchcraft, marriage—prompt an
informant to tell stories. These stories help the researcher feel confident that they are
asking about matters not only of interest in the academy but also for their host
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communities. With this taxing, revelatory work concluded Gonzales took the translations
into the ten Ruvu languages of each of the one hundred English words and set them next
to one another (Appendix). She then compared each gloss in each language for each
English meaning, looking for regularly corresponding Ruvu terms that translated the
same English meaning. In this case, that labor involved forty-four comparisons among
Ruvu translations of each of the one hundred English words, for a total of 4400
comparisons. She then counted the number of times two or more languages had regularly
corresponding terms translating the same English meaning, for another 4400 trips over
pairs of terms on the lists. She then organized those counts of cognation into a three-sided
table with the highest numbers arrayed along the hypotenuse and the lower numbers
dropping away toward the box at the elbow of the triangle’s ninety-degree angle (Table 1,
p. 21). That table contains information supporting a hypothesis about the structure of a
sequence of language divergences, a sequence most often represented in a Tree Diagram
(Figure 1).iv This only describes the work of classification, and not the work of lexical
reconstruction.v
Subgroups in such a classification take shape around the inherited vocabulary measured
in cognate counts. But providing calendar dates for their formation and dissolution comes
from glottochronology that rests on the assumption that such material is replaced in a
language in a random fashion. However vexed that assumption is, the replacements of
vocabulary nonetheless tend, over long periods of time, to take the shape of a bell curve
(pp. 24-7). The integrity of subgroups as distinct communities of speakers, however, is
inferred by discovering shared innovations in vocabulary (or other parts of speech)—
either generated internally, through processes of semantic invention, or transferred from
different, neighboring languages. In the present study, the field of languages that may be
analyzed in this way is called “Bantu” a name that many readers not steeped in the guild
study of African history may recognize either from African history textbooks or from
knowledge of the legalized racial categories—“Bantu” was one of them—in place during
the Apartheid period in South Africa’s history.
Scholars working in this manner develop an intimate relationship with discrete lexemes,
their meaning, and the patterns of sounds that correspond between lexemes in different
languages with the same meaning (pp. 18-20). One pursues the spatial distributions of
these features in order to make arguments about their relative antiquity. The historianlinguist grows accustomed to thinking of meanings in an orderly, structured, granular—
almost atomistic (Gonzales calls them “shards” [p. 18])—fashion in order to analyze
those distributional patterns. A wide gap separates the atomistic sense of meaning
produced by lists and the forms of meaning produced in textual, spoken, spatial, or
material discourse. This is the main reason that histories built on evidence produced by
this method can feel mechanical—a language game played between the scholar, printed
sources, and the recorded responses of teachers in the field to our elicitation tests.
Wittgenstein showed that words are actions. They are not separate from the world they
describe but partly constitutive of it. The rule-bound character of that work makes
language a game. Wittgenstein invited us to see the sum total of those games through the
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metaphor of “an ancient city: a maze of little streets and squares, of old and new houses,
and of houses with additions from various periods; and this surrounded by a multitude of
new boroughs with straight regular streets and uniform houses.” The all-consuming
“ancient city” is like life itself.vi It promises riches to scholars who reverse-engineer the
vicissitudes of language that constitute its growth. In order to understand the past of the
‘ancient city’ of Ruvu languages, Gonzales begins reconstructing its “maze” with the
arrival of its first builders in the region.
Settlement Histories.
The story of settlements in the region (pp. 28-31) takes a form familiar to all who work
with these sources. Having completed the analysis described above, Gonzales looked for
the effects of other languages on their vocabularies—in the form of transfers or loans.
These items invite the logical conclusion that a community of people speaking those
other languages must have been around at some point in time to provide the transferred
material. Identifying transferred vocabulary is a powerful way to bring into the story
speech communities no longer around. It is a technique Gonzales uses often in the book,
to refer to Southern Cushitic, Eastern Sahelian, and several different groups of (and even
individual) Bantu speech communities.
Other speech communities enter the story through inferential side doors. Forms of pottery
with distinctive decorative grammars, vessel types, or other technical qualities (such as
slips, tempers, and the like) are taken to imply equally distinctive speech communities.
This seems an especially irresistible conclusion if the geographical reach of sites bearing
them matches inferences about the earlier presence of speech communities ancestral to
still-existing ones or to those inferred to have existed from the presence of lexical
transfers in still-existing languages. These ‘correlations’ have the intuitive merit of
allowing readers to think of potters as speakers, despite the fact that the social production
of potting is itself an historical problem worthy of exploration. Study after study has
revealed that, at least in the 20th century, it is not a simple matter to attach a particular
kind of potting style to a particular language.vii The presence of a speech community in a
particular area at a particular time may also be inferred directly. One produces lexical
reconstructions for specific referents—grain crops, say—present at a particular node in a
language classification. If archaeologists have found and dated the remains of that
particular grain crop, then the earliest date for that item from the region defined by
historical linguists becomes the latest time by which a hypothetical ancestral speech
community could have been there.viii
Whatever conventions of dating we use, the central arc of the story is always provided by
the inferences drawn from change and continuity in the speech community that has come
to dominate the region in recent times. Nothing can be done about the bias this introduces
into the story, except to remind readers of the great “diversity” of speech communities
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that lived in the region at various removes in the past. These forms of inference limit the
narrative tropes Gonzales puts into play, converting her focus on the territories that Ruvu
eventually inhabited into two chapters on the largely causeless unfolding of language
divergence and settlement chronology. It went like this.
Beginning around two hundred BCE four unrelated languages were spoken in the region:
Khoisan, Southern Cushitic, Eastern Sahelian, and Azania Bantu. A few centuries later,
Upland Bantu languages arrived. A few centuries later still, the Periplus mentions a place
called “Rhapta” describing it as a trade fair of uncertain duration. No actual linguistic
evidence is adduced for the Khoisan presence. As the language of gatherer-hunters, they
are implicitly there prior to the arrivals of herders and farmers. Southern Cushitic and
Eastern Sahelian languages must have been there, in order to account for the transfers of
vocabulary from them into the Bantu languages that arrived later. The Azania Bantu
speech community left no descendants anywhere. Its existence is inferred from the
presence of a type of pottery with affinities to pottery west and northwest of the region.
Upland Bantu speech communities left descendant groups that today speak languages like
Chaga, Pare, and Shambaa in the mountain zones of Tanzania, near the border with
Kenya. Gonzales infers the presence of Upland Bantu speakers at the coast from the
presence there of a type of pottery called “Kwale” found most often (and with the earliest
dates) in and around those mountainous areas. These different speech communities were
all present at the coast at fifty CE, when Rhapta of the Periplus existed.
Soon after this, in the first few centuries CE, another member of the cluster of Bantuspeaking communities settled south of Lake Victoria (from which the ancestors of
Upland- and Azania-speakers had come), “settled Tanzania’s hinter-coastal zones” (p.
58). They have been labeled “Northeast Coastal Bantu.”ix They occupied a rather large
area between the southern Kenya coast and the Rufiji River (in Tanzania) and westwards
into the Taita Hills (Kenya) and the Pare Mountains (Tanzania), all the way to the
Dodoma area, well into the drier lands in the Tanzanian interior. Within a span of perhaps
five centuries, Northeast Coastal Bantu had diverged into three subgroups and each of
these had diverged into two or more other subgroups. Ruvu speakers lived in the
southerly zones of that territory, in the Eighth century CE. Swahili emerged in the Ninth
century CE, at the coast.
Ruvu diverged into three communities, West, East, and Kagulu. The first group, “who
migrated westward from their proto-Ruvu homeland” between 600 and 900 CE (p. 69),
transferred vocabulary from Southern Cushitic, Eastern Sahelian and Njombe (Bantu)
speech communities into their own. Proto-East Ruvu stayed put. In the Tenth and
Eleventh centuries CE, both East and West Ruvu diverged into new subgroups, a process
Gonzales sees as having lasted into the Thirteenth century. A final set of divergences may
have been influenced by outbreaks of plague (1340s CE), documented at towns like
Kilwa on the coast a good distance south of where people who spoke languages
descended from proto East Ruvu lived. Although Gonzales has no direct evidence of such
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a causal connection between plague and population displacements in the interior, she
cites an archaeological survey of the coast, between Bagamoyo and Dar es Salaam, that
revealed a break in coastal settlement between roughly 1200 and 1500 as “suggestive”
that shifting Indian Ocean mercantile fortunes—and public health disasters—should be
taken into consideration in explaining the settlement histories she generates from
language evidence (p.74). By the 18th century Ruvu languages had largely taken the
geographical and linguistic shape encountered by outsiders in the second half of the 19th
century, and by Gonzales very late in the 20th century.
In seeking chronological anchors for this story outside those generated from the use of
glottochronology, Gonzales offers a detailed review of the dating and classifying of
pottery traditions from the regions settled by these various Bantu-speaking communities.
She studies carefully the many publications—and their sometime contradictory
conclusions—of one of the leading Tanzanian archaeologists, Felix Chami. She reads
Chami as arguing that the same “Bantu farmers” (p. 62) made the different, successive
styles of pottery. Chami sees sets of common motifs tying each successive pairs of
pottery traditions together. What others have seen as distinct pottery styles, Chami sees as
so many moments of transition tying them together in a single tradition. Chami probably
spent as much or more time looking at discrete “shards” of pottery to come up with the
sets of motifs supporting his view as Gonzales spent comparing Ruvu glosses for English
terms on wordlists. Nevertheless, where Chami sees continuity, Gonzales sees distinction
and argues that “ethnolinguistically distinct Bantu people originally manufactured” these
various pottery wares (p.61).
This may seem like the argument of a lumper versus a splitter but their differences lie
more tellingly in where they see the geographical origins for “the common Bantu past”
(p. 63). For Chami that is east-central Tanzania, for Gonzales it is the Southern Lake
Victoria Kaskazi cluster of Bantu-speaking communities,x several of which hived off and
moved into east-central Tanzania in the sequence just outlined. Gonzales speculates about
the influence of the world of Rhapta, described in the Periplus, where consumption,
demand, and circulation might mix and match different styles of pottery in the same
locations. But, despairing of knowing the details of these economic relations, without
“much more comparative and correlative evidence” of unspecified content, she returns to
the conceptual universe in which pottery style and speech community express different
aspects of an “ethnolinguistic” distinctiveness (pp. 64-65), in other words, worldview.
Bantu Religion?
According to Gonzales, the book argues:
…that Ruvu people took into consideration foremost in building their
communities that the cosmos was biaxial. In their views, people, animals,
and the other features found on the earth’s surface lived in the cosmos’s
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temporal sphere. The other sphere comprised a world of influential spirits.
In Ruvu worldviews, spirits could benefit or hinder peoples’ lives and
livelihoods. That precept did not determine the way Ruvu people lived,
but it did underpin the rationales that legitimized the sociocultural
institutions they established in their communities (p. 219).
African histories of religions other than Islam, Hinduism, or Christianity usually address
a category called “traditional religion” which possesses familiar qualities of religions the
world over. Readers may argue with the categories—why are the Abrahamic or Vedic
traditions called “religions” when African religions are called “traditional”? But, many
feel they know what religion means, traditional or otherwise. And scholars writing in the
vein of Indo-European studies, a vein we have already seen bequeath much to African
history composed from historical linguistics, do not hesitate to draw on ancient texts and
comparative language evidence to describe priests, gods, cosmogony, and religion.xi So,
is it worthwhile to query the equivalencies between religion and traditional religion for
what’s hidden in them? Is it rude to suggest the translations of key terms in the one—god,
priest, witchcraft, sacrifice, religion itself—are poorly executed because they
simultaneously lend too much weight to the terms as they work in so-called World
Religions and mask the historical force of that weight on “traditional religion”? Asking
these questions goes to the heart of a historian’s task.
Gonzales allows that religion, as a category of historical analysis, does not travel to her
region from the academy as easily as the others she studies (p. 90). But, the conclusion is
announced rather than debated with scholars who have wrestled with its many
dimensions.xii Although Gonzales regularly cites the scholarship of Jean Comaroff and
John Comaroff, she declines to take them up on their call for histories of the Christian
traditions in Europe that informed the Christianity of missionaries in Africa.xiii The core
challenge lies in devising a method for assessing the entanglements of Western prejudice
toward and pride in something like religion from those with roots in Africa. Tracking the
building of these rooms and houses in Gonzales’ ‘ancient city’ should be possible with
her methodology. And the tone of her book strongly suggests that this is a problem she
herself is keen to address (pp. 39-41).
To begin one must take up problems of translation presented by the sources of language
evidence sustaining a historical narrative. For example, for outsiders, religion initially
identified what Africans lacked. Soon, African’s “analogous” practices came to mark
“false religion.” Today, many (including, I think, Gonzales) are comfortable claiming a
human universality for religion.xiv Attestations or descriptions of semantic evidence
drawn from sources created during each of these different moments in the life of the
category must be weighed accordingly. They cannot be treated as having the same
qualities of semantic clarity as for tools, houses, or terms of address. Given this premium
on records from the opening moves in the evangelical conversation it is surprising that
none of the earliest travelers’ accounts from East Africa is cited in the bibliography.
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Bet that as it may, Gonzales says (p.90):
“because of the way normative definitions of religion have of late
included the idea of the ethereal or spiritual in a diversity of forms, I think
it is suitable, though perhaps not wholly complete, to consider those
moments when people conscientiously seek out or interact with—tangibly
or cognitively—the ethereal world to be instances of religious practice.”
This formulation results to some extent from the legacies of intellectual combat with
colonial and missionary conceits and prejudices that are implicated in the translational
work that pitted “Religion” against “Tradition” and denied Africans any sort of spiritual
(or other) history. To what extent might “the idea of the ethereal or spiritual” result from
the actual work of evangelization? That labor process very often unfolded around the
production of dictionaries and the translation of bibles into vernaculars. The many
different glosses Africans gave to the terms in play in that work reveal just how difficult
it is to recognize the entanglements that translate terms as freighted as those at stake in
evangelization. Some who wrestle with these issues have gone so far as to state that “the
concept (religion) is itself an artifact of Christian encounters with non-Christians.”xv Such
views draw attention to the circularity of using as evidence for a history of religion the
very data generated in the process of evangelization. And, they warn us to beware of a
tendency for “religion” to imply the opposite of “rational.” Gonzales totally refuses the
latter danger, but the first problem goes largely unaddressed.
Gonzales turns instead to something she calls “a foremost creative force—something
Christians name God and Muslims Allah” (p.91) in order to establish the reality of
“religion” for Ruvu people. Gonzales realizes the danger of this string of equivalencies—
presumably because it smuggles into the semantic domain of the Ruvu term, *Mulungu, a
host of ideas, practices, and forms of knowing with roots in Abrahamic traditions—but
still seems to think she can see a pre-Abrahamic horizon from within the language worlds
of the late 20th century.
These labors of translation, especially with respect to the English word “God” and its
possible glosses in other languages, engaged Africans in a conversation about
evangelism. Did this conversation tap into a preexisting, widespread world of intellectual
reflection about the nature of the cosmos and peoples’ relations to it? Christopher
Wrigley has written with great erudition about the likelihood that tropical Africa’s
longstanding (since at least Neolithic times) interactions with West Asians, North
Africans, and Europeans in a great agropastoral ecumene could have included “associated
institutions and beliefs” including religion and cosmology. Working to convert a likely
scenario into an historical process, Wrigley is at pains to show how the intact whole of
institution and belief, developed in Western Asia, gradually lost bits and pieces of itself,
in subsequent centuries, which can nevertheless sometimes turn up among the myths and
fables of groups and areas involved in the process.xvi His is an arduous and provisional
method, but one that is open to formal historical criticism. In any case, then as now, it
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seems likely that people were given to mulling over the existential conundrums invoked
through religion primarily in times of crisis. We cannot, of course know the answer. But
the theological conversations so central to evangelization often took literary shape in the
form of dictionaries and Biblical translations.xvii That work inaugurated a new semantic
geography of distinction familiar to post-Enlightenment thought. Faith and belief were
the two most powerful weapons in the missionary endeavor to rid Africans of their “false
religions” and lead them to the light of Truth. The proximities of people to God, the
necessity or not of priestly intercessors have a history in Christianity and Islam and, it
seems, in the past of Bantu languages. The different answers to these questions carried by
missionaries into their work of translation matter for those who seek to use those
translations as grounds for inferring earlier meanings.
Gonzales knows this story very well. But, she conceives of the process as one of
missionaries “reading Ruvu peoples’ practices” which do not produce “exact renditions
of how Ruvu people of long ago ruminated on *Mulungu” (p.92). That is one reason she
(and many of us who write about these issues) routinely warn readers that categories like
“politics” and “religion” were not separated from each other in the times and places we
write about like they came to be in Nineteenth- and Twentieth-century European
secularisms. Indeed, her book could be read in part as an extended valorization of African
beliefs that had been badly distorted by outsiders. But the details of that story of
distortion, translation, and evangelization should give Gonzales some pause in
historicizing the semantic fields she finds attached to words in Bantu languages that she
glosses with such meanings as “first cause or creator” (p.91) or “the idea of a force
responsible for ordering things in a right or good way.” The problem with such glosses
lies in the fact that they are inextricably bound up with the evangelical conversation that
drew speakers of vernacular languages into the translational work of the very
missionaries so vilified for denying Africans a religious history. [The fact that *Mulungu
is always capitalized masks these difficulties rather than opening them up to critical
assessment.] The fact that these glosses are widespread across the field of Bantu
languages may reflect the widespread nature of such translational work or it may reflect
the durability of these meanings from ancient times or entirely different divisions may be
in play the relations among which might sustain the sort of translations Gonzales
proposes without doing too much damage. One such possibility lies in thinking about the
“distance” between “God” and people’s lives as a statement allowing doubt as to the
“presence” of “God” in general. Gonzales implies that these relational equivalencies
existed (and, presumably still exist) but does not demonstrate which of them is to be
preferred as explanations for her translations. Doing so would bring to life the larger
circumstances in which evangelical theological (or political) translations unfolded.xviii
Such a demonstration would not only go far in reconstructing African usages of terms
like mulungu. It is a necessary first step in exploring why Southern Kaskazi-speakers
invented a new term (*Mulungu) in order to apply a notion of “Creator” as moral or
“right.” In a footnote, we learn that “divinity” was added to the notion “that a first
Creator organized things in a right and good way” as a result of “the introduction of
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missionary Christian work” (p. 92; fn 8, p. 126). Gonzales does not explain how she
knows this. Yet, we need to know in order to understand the African perceptions that are
at stake, before they became translations.xix Divergences between Ruvu and missionary
understandings of the proximity of *Mulungu to people look very different if the term
does not refer to the notion of a single act of “creation.” A rich source of evidence on that
ontological mystery tends to be found in so-called “genesis” stories or myths where ideas
and explanations for the “beginning” of the world unfold and often involve rather a larger
cast of characters—and moments of creation—than this single term would suggest.xx
Later in the same chapter Gonzales introduces the term *mulungu “spirit force of
wilderness, potentially evil spirit.” But the reader may be forgiven for wondering why
this term should not be considered together with “*Mulungu “Creator” as parts of a single
semantic field (p.97) that expanded or narrowed of broke up, under particular historical
circumstances. Absent formal phonological or tonological criteria to separate the terms,
the difference between their semantic fields is the evidence for their distinction. What if
that difference in meaning reflects the work of evangelization, work that often began in
circumstances of profound loss of ecological control, from the 1870s? These details
might at least have been queried to explore why “recent Ruvu speakers” talk about
“*mulungu as sick or hot in nature” (p.97) and why those same people might have been
very busy propitiating *mulungu when missionaries came around, trying to lure Ruvuspeakers into debates over theology (pp. 184-5). On the other hand, if it were possible to
rule out the chance that the semantic distinctions between the two terms emerged in the
course of evangelization, Gonzales does not ask about the historical circumstances that
gave rise to the innovations themselves, in far earlier times.
The practical reason that runs through the religion Gonzales writes about saves the day,
even if it feels far from the disembodied spiritual core of religion as a field of meaning.
The material interests at stake in religious practice may be read in the very sources (what
she calls “the published ethnographic data”) that bear problematic traces of the
evangelical conversation.xxi In the passages where Gonzales lays this out (pp. 92-93) she
might have drawn her readers into her argument by giving them all the different English
glosses that can translate the stem (-lung-) found in the Ruvu terms “*Mulungu” and
“*mulungu.” Why not, for example, include “Nature” of “Wilderness” alongside “God”?
Those two English lexemes refer to fields of creation that lay at a remove from people’s
ability to influence them to their own ends. Instead, Gonzales observes that such
“influence” turns on the use of “medicines” in an arena populated by “ethereal forces”
(“other” than the Creator), forces that turn out to be “spirit forces of antecedent
generations.” What matters here, as Gonzales says elsewhere, is what “early Ruvu people
presumed was true about the world they lived in” (p. 89). They held that “social wellness
depended on maintaining relationships of reciprocity between two spheres of potential
power.” “They believed all people, spirit forces, and social institutions were engaged in
ongoing dialectical exchanges that crossed the two realms.” The practical reason and
empirical problems that drove the social work of seeking access to unseen forces are
precisely the issues of concern to most of the people who spoke Ruvu languages.
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Generating historical evidence to fill them in, with attention to specific context and
contingency, would shift the focus from system to action. Ethnographic descriptions of
action would then offer the chance to see ostensive meaning being produced by Africans.
These rich avenues of historical explanation are what lead Gonzales to state:
“understanding worldview and religious matters is key to recovering Ruvu history” (p.
90).
The category of “Bantu religion” then must not be allowed to sit apart from the hurly
burly of social life in the region. It must be brought down to earth to reveal the ways in
which the problems people used it to address, the moral imaginations it embodied as
strategies of social reproduction, created circumstances that led to change in “Bantu
religion”; or induced some interested parties to nourish continuity in its precepts and
practices.xxii Gonzales succeeds in imparting a sense of the antiquity of these
entanglements even if their historical specificity eludes the grasp of the method. The
elusiveness may in part be an artifact of another category that knits Gonzales’ narrative
together, the notion of ethnolinguistic distinctiveness that she discovers from the close-in
work of classification, vocabulary reconstruction, and semantic history.
“Ethnolinguistic”?
In many places (p. 228, for example), Gonzales writes about “ethnolinguistic
relationships” that invited “renegotiation” despite the absence of any evidence that
“ethnolinguistic” named a reality for the people supposed to have carried out the
“renegotiation.” Sustaining these “identities” was one of the most important
achievements of Ruvu peoples in the face of Swahili and Indian Ocean influence to the
east and “the absorbing of significant populations of Njombe peoples into their societies”
(p. 233). The Ruvu languages spoken today tell us that some sort of “speech community”
has existed for the centuries since ancestral Ruvu was spoken. But, if Gonzales intends
the term “ethnolinguistic” to name a social reality of groupness, its discursive or practical
significance seems not to have warranted lexical signification. Such meaning may well be
one of the newer, outlying buildings in the ‘ancient city’ of Ruvu language history.
Perhaps, the “steadfastness” Gonzales wishes to celebrate lay beyond the domain of
communication or negotiation. It just was.
In chapter three, we learn that the “largest” social group named by a single lexeme
appears to have been the *ikungugo, which Gonzales dated to and locates in the proto
West Ruvu period/speech community, glossed as “super-clan” (p. 227, see also 106-108).
Other than that, *kolo “mother’s matriclan” appears to have been the largest social unit in
play for Ruvu speakers (p. 103). The term was borrowed by Kasakazi Bantu-speakers
from Central Sudanic-speakers, a claim that spurs no reflection on why the distant
linguistic ancestors of the Ruvu-speakers would have borrowed from linguistic strangers
a name (if not the referent) for such an important part of the social imaginary of political
life. Later on (p. 142) it turns out that chaudele “first-born child; a celebration of a
grandmother’s granddaughter’s fertility”, another key lexeme for understanding the
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importance of matrilines was transferred from a Southern Cushitic-speaking community
(pp. 167-8, fn 23). The historical contexts for such a transfer, from a speech community
(Southern Cushitic) more closely associated with patrilineal social imaginaries than
matrilineal ones, are not explored. At least two other examples of such transfers (*mlao
and *lusona) enter the narrative (p. 155) without comment. Perhaps these transfers reflect
the work and value of building networks of skill and wealth that constituted “clans” or
“superclans” or even “lineages.”
In general, the shifting fluidity of “clanship” (even “lineage”) is not explored as an
instituted network of interested and unequal members of a community.xxiii In her
stimulating discussion of the *mwali lifestage and the ceremonial marking the social
viability of a young woman, Gonzales has an opportunity to recapture a sense of the
larger social networks (and the circumstances shaping their unequal sizes) that convert
children into socially viable persons. Those networks are the material dimensions of what
Gonzales calls “religio-ritual” practice. If everyone who menstruates may become
“*mwali,” not everyone who menstruates bears children (pp. 162-64). But, does every
woman who bears children become a mother? This reader would have liked to hear
Gonzales’ thoughts on the ways in which the social networks making *mwali and dealing
with infertility were also key players in sustaining the social reality of motherhood (in
which biological reproduction may or may not be the key element). Gonzales makes clear
how important Grandmothers were to these processes, but they are the only figures she
considers. Indeed, Gonzales seems to accept the language of descent as literally
constitutive of clanship and lineage. The difference between approaching units of social
organization as unstable mixtures of biological and social process has generated an
enormous volume of scholarship, none of which is engaged.xxiv
Make no mistake, Gonzales mentions much evidence for lexical transfers from non-Bantu
or neighboring (but different) Bantu-speakers, or from Bantu-speaking communities
Ruvu speakers found up arrival in new areas. She makes powerful use of this bold
evidence for the presence of “others” among and near Ruvu speakers. But, are crosslinguistic interactions equivalent to “ethnolinguistic relationships”? Even though we are
told that “Bantu people (sic) never assumed they were the first people on the land” (p.
125) we are regularly asked to think in terms of a degree of linguistic exclusivity that
must have been produced in the face of the multilingual realities Gonzales is keen to keep
in play. In the heuristic, metahistorical world created by the sort of comparative
reconstruction on which this book rests, it seems the answer is no or, at least, unknowable
from what Gonzales gives us. Why, in effect, aren’t we confronted with creoles rather
than seemingly intact linguistic monads? Gonzales’ understanding of “kinship” or
“matrilineage” or “matriclan” might have implications for the dynamics of language
acquisition that would have helped with this question.xxv For mainstream historical
narratives, which invite readers to simultaneously project themselves into the story and
warn them that the past is a foreign country, the difference between “interaction” and
“renegotiation” even between “ethnolinguistic” groups, amounts to everything.
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“Renegotiation” is the territory of aspiration, interest, competition, intention, surprise,
and loss. “Interaction” is exceedingly vague, but fitting, given what the evidence bears.
Swahili Exceptionalism and Invisibility.
In the end, the compelling case for focusing on Ruvu histories would have been even
richer had Gonzales brought them into conversation with the histories of Swahili and
Indian Ocean worlds. Bringing them more consistently into the story would lift the sense,
which grows as the book proceeds, that Ruvu societies were largely undamaged by
conflict or competitions, unmoved by disaster, violence, or other calamity (plague in the
1340s, being an exception), and undistinguished by rank, inequality, or aspirational
imbalances. Gonzales appears not to have devised a grid of research questions (a clutch
of English glosses that might have included “slave” for example) designed to learn about
such fractures and fractiousness. She asserts that “sharp socioeconomic differentiation” in
Ruvu societies was not likely “before the era of greatly increased commercial enterprise”
which she sees as having begun around 1700. But, many scholars of western Indian
Ocean economic history point to the Tenth and the Thirteenth centuries as moments of
robust commercial activity.xxvi The Sixth and Seventh centuries CE may turn out to have
been another moment of economic vigor.xxvii But maybe Gonzales means to direct
attention to commodification and it’s reconfiguring of social organization and individual
aspiration?xxviii If so, that process is most often studied as part of a long 19th century,
though it might include a long 18th century.xxix
For example, insecurity and enslavement are mentioned: “kidnapping and enslavement is
likely to have been a continuous possibility” (p. 146), a statement meant to explain why
Ruvu-speakers were vigilant over their daughters. Were females, in fact, valued more by
slave-buyers? In what period?xxx Answers might lead us toward an actual historical
explanation for the persistent value of a matrifocal social imaginary among Ruvuspeakers. And, it might help explain why matrifocality seems less prominent among
societies in the region less exposed to the pressures of enslavement. But, this is only
speculation and Gonzales neither expands on her sentence nor explores its causes and
consequences.
It belongs to other books to build on Gonzales’ path-breaking work—and the exciting
new work of archaeologists—by asking about the ways in which western Indian Ocean
histories (including “Swahili” ones) provide points of departure—even, perhaps,
arguments as to cause—for explaining the signature continuities and changes she has
reconstructed. Gonzales looks in this direction, on several occasions, but not in a
sustained manner. The result is that we learn far more about the durability of aspects of
Niger-Congo- and Bantu-speakers’ habits of thought and forms of social life but rather
little about the relevant parts of the ‘ancient cities’ of Swahili or Indian Ocean historical
context that might be in play in Ruvu histories. These complaints aside, Societies,
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Religion, and History, sets out the basic shape of an ‘ancient city’ of Ruvu language
history, joining an exciting new phase in East African historiography when we can expect
continental and maritime histories to enjoy a more equal exchange. It is very rare for a
first book to achieve such lofty significance.
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